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Cloud Commerce Forms Technology Partnership With DataServ To Market New Cloud-Based 
Document And Business Process Automation System 

 

St. Louis, Mo., June 18, 2010 -- Cloud Commerce, a St. Louis-based provider of Cloud Computing 
solutions for business, announced today that it has entered into a formal technology partnership with 
DataServ to market a cloud-based document and business process automation system.  The system 
enables businesses to lower their transactional costs and increase productivity in accounting and human 
resources operations and avoid costly internal systems development and IT staffing. 

 “This system delivers all the benefits of document and data capture, imaging, workflow, 
electronic report management, storage and retention management with none of the infrastructure, 
overhead or expense of traditional software because it involves cloud-based Software as a Service 
(SaaS),” said Greg Altin founder and partner of Cloud Commerce.  “We can quickly deploy this system so 
an organization can begin realizing its benefits and value immediately.”   

 DataServ is an established SaaS provider in document management and document automation 
solutions for Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable and Human Resources. DataServ combines 
expertise in Finance and Administrative processes with deep experience in document and process 
automation. 

  Cloud Commerce partners with a range of cloud-based software and applications providers and 

connects them with customers to enhance their computing power on an ‘on-demand’ basis.   

“Cloud Commerce is solely focused on bringing the best of cloud-based application providers to 
our clients,” said Altin.  “Our research in the Document Automation space brought us to DataServ, and 
we feel they fit perfectly in our 360° view of business solutions in the cloud.  They not only understand 
the benefits of the cloud model, but they have designed a SaaS delivery model with an emphasis on 
Service.”  

Cloud Commerce recently entered into a partnership with Global Relay to offer hosted e-mail 

archiving and compliance solutions.  Cloud Commerce also has partnerships with other leading 

technology solutions providers including Microsoft, NetSuite, SimpleSignal, Work etc., and Openmetrik.   

For more information on Cloud Commerce, visit www.cloudcommerce.com.   For more information on 

DataServ, visit www.DataServ.us. 

http://www.cloudcommerce.com/
http://www.dataserv.us/

